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SURVEILLANCE SURFACE DISCOVERY AWARD

leather bound

Mad Max meets his mate in the biker
chic creations from the winner of the
first Surface Discovery Award
IMAGE TOM HINES WORDS TIFFANY JOW STYLING GREGORY WEIN

If it’s possible for a fashion designer to reconcile the radical with the wearable,
Anna Larson has done it. The talent runs her one-year-old label Erro out of her
SoHo apartment, which embodies the grunge-gone-glam spirit of the collection via
a strict black-and-white palette and gothic decor. The inky garments lining the walls
seamlessly fuse rock n’ roll with a layerable, salable, lust-worthy aesthetic—traits
that made the 28-year-old Larson (left) the clear winner of the inaugural Surface
Discovery Award. The raven-haired designer was chosen from 75 other rising stars
at the first-annual Capsule women’s show, a biannual showcase of emerging highend fashion labels than runs during Market Week in New York, Paris and Las Vegas
in conjunction with its menswear show, which launched in 2007.
After studying economics in her native Sweden, Larson decided to quench her
curiosity for design by moving to New York in 2006 for an associate degree program
in fashion design at Parsons. After a year she left her studies to intern with Giuseppe
Zanotti, and soon after started the now-defunct showroom All That She Wants,
which represented emerging designers including Pudel and J Dauphin. It was there
she met former Eventide designer Christian Stroble—then a buyer for Pudel—who
encouraged Larson to design a line of her own. With Stroble’s guidance and the help
of patternmaker Nicolas Caito, she launched Erro the following year.
Her lambskin leggings, floor-length fringe vests, shearling accessories and
variety of hand-treated leather details speak to her attention to craft, reflected in the
line’s previous two seasons. The meticulous detail characteristic of Erro (meaning “to
stray” in Latin) demonstrates the handiwork of a mature designer despite Larson’s
youth. “Erro is for wanderers and urban warriors who are effortlessly cool, restless
with energy and keen to veer off the beaten path,” Larson says. “For me, the effect of
putting these pieces together is like seeing light slant through half-open blinds,” she
explains. “You’re only getting a fraction of the story, so you gather one of your own out
of the shadows.” erronewyork.com, capsuleshow.com

WOOL-JERSEY LONG-SLEEVE RAGLAN AND MERINO WOOL-KNIT TANK SKIRT, BOTH
ERRO. (OPPOSITE) WOOL-JERSEY CARDIGAN, SHEARLING VEST, MERINO-WOOL
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LEATHER-MOLDED BUSTIER, MERINO-WOOL CARDIGAN, SUEDE STRAP SHORTS,
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